
"Will This Qu Final Exam?" 

e instructor incorporate course objectives 
The idea of distribut er thinking skills into the final exam 

meeting has positive an 
I t  has motivational implications for enrollees and instruc e plan insuuction that leads students 
Carrying out this plan requires careful coursepreparatio toward fulfillment of the course objectives? 
assure congruence of course objectives and instructional What are the implications for formative and summa- 
strategies, as well as appropriate evaluation of lea Live evaluation of a course when the final exam is 
both formative and sumntative forms. This proposit 
motes effective teaching and learning of higher or 
ing skills. Positive and Negative Aspects 

though there are several positive aspects to early distri- 
Introduction uon of the final exam, there arc also some negative ones 

The title of this paper was cited by a speaker at the 
Knoxville NACTA Annual Conference in 1989 as probably 
the most frequently asked question in college courses. If it is 
of such pervasive concern to students, shouldn't faculty give 
i t  serious thought? Why not distribute rhe final exam ~ h c  first 
day of class? 

Educational research and litcram confirms -- even applauds 
this unorthodox behavior on the part of an instructor. How 
can this be? Let's take a closer look. 

In thinking through this proposition the following qucs- 
lions come to mind: 

What are thearguments for and against distributing the 
final exam early in the course? 
How does thisprocedurc influence student and teacher 
motivation? 
How docs this approach to instruction enhance fram- 
ing the course objectives? 

Stinson is a p r i f e s o r  emeritus of Agricultt~ral Education and Hort ia~l-  
lure, The Pennsylvania State Univcrsity. Urtivcrsity Park. PA 16802. 
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that should receive careful consideration. 
The Positive View 

When the final exam is handed out early in the course "-- 
the vision, the plan, and the consistency among curriculum. 
instructional activities, and assessment procedures are clearly 
communicated to students. The students know from the 
outset what is expectedand what procedures will be followed 
to meet those expcctadons." (Guskey, 1989). 

If a class session does not deal with a course objective, or 
a supporting objective, it should be eliminated. Whether the 
instructor is very experienced or relatively new in the teach- 
ing role, distributing the final first encourages the develop- 
ment of a very well organized course in which each class 
session is purposely planned as an important part of the 
whole course. Writing clear course objectives requires cf- 
fort, and guidance in doing this is helpful (Mager, 1975). A 
well prepared syllabus is like following a road map, with 
approprialely spaced scenic stops along the way. 

A well-organized plan hclps sludents to focus their attcn- 
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tion and helps them to usean organized approach to learning. 
It also helps the instructor to cany students beyond mere 
memorization of factual material toward focusing on the 
higher level learning skills of problem solving (critical 
thinking) -- which include analysis, evaluation, and synthe- 
sis (Bloom, 1956). Analysis dcvclops in students the ability 
to explain the basis of a staterncnt of principle or concept 
(compare, distinguish, catcgorizc). Evaluation is the ability 
to examine an idea from many perspectives -- to see the 
positive as well as the negative aspects (choose, select. 
predict) . Synthesis is the ability to move to an over-arching 
view and state the relationship between, or among, several 
concepts or principles. Synthesis may include discovery of 
new relationships, or creative new applications of thosc 
already known (construct, plan, prepare). The trick, and 
work, is for the teacher to develop flcxiblc instructional 
suategies that teach these problem solving skills within the 
subject area of the course (Brown and Keeley, 1987). 

The ultimate goal, of course, is for students to carry these 
critical thinking skills with them into the commcnccment of 
their careers. This is effectively accomplished by helping 
students increase their awareness of the processes they use in 
solving problems by teaching them thosc processes. The 
kinds of experiences that cnable students to do this are 
detailcd in two outstanding references (Whimbey and Loch- 
head 1980, 1984) Small group learning activities providc an 
involvement opportunity for students to develop higher 
order learning skills -- "1 hear, I forget; 1 see, I rcmcmbcr: I 
do. I understand!" In using such groups, it is important that 
the tasks be very carefully spcllcd out, that time frames be 
specified, and that the review include emphasis on how they 
did it. 

Some instructors have suggested that distributing the 
final exam early could be uscd as a "pretest-posttcst" 
cxcrcise, having students actually fi l l  out the exam the first 
day of classand keep it(ungraded, of course) asastudy guide 
to follow as the course unfoltls. Used this way, i t  could 
effectively complement the course syllabus. 

There are a number of lcss obvious bcnefits of using this 
"final first" technique. I t  reduces the advcrsarial stance of 
teacher vcrsus student -- instcad. the tcachcr is alongside the 
student, serving as a guide through unfamiliar territory. 
Tension is rcduccd becausc clear cxpcctations are shared by 
the instructor and the students and there is no hidden agenda. 
Further, in a climate of mutual respect, it encourages both 
instructor and students to kccp cach other "on track." 

Handing out the final exam at the first class meeting 
implies that there are course expec~itions that everyone 
enrolled in the course is capnblc of fulfilling if they make a 
diligent effort. This is criterion-referenced, or mastery grad- 
ing. Itcliminatcs the unfair "sorting out" implicit in norma- 
tive grading - -  the infamous "grading on a curve." One 
group of writers puts it this way: "To ask questions that deal 
with thc major facts or conccpls in a field and tell students 
what these are in advance woultl do violence to thc ranking 
functions of grades. Instead oftclling studen~q what we want 
them to know and thcn asking to show us they know it, we ask 
them questions better suitcd to obsessive nilpicking than to 

critical or creative thinking. Faculties seem not to know that 
their chief instructional role is to promote learning and not to 
serve as personal selection agcnts for society. We have oftcn 
wondered why so many instructors will devalue with bad 
tests what they perceive as the cxccllence of their teaching." 
(Milton, Pollio and Eison 1986). Making the final exam 
public information, then, also rcquires that the instructor 
embrace criterion-referenced grading -- rewarding effort 
toward the achievement of reasonable, attainable goals. 
The Negative View 

A genuine concern in distributing the final exam the first 
day of class is the possibility that in reading through it, 
students may conclude that the cxpcctations arc beyond their 
capability. It may bc necessary for the instructor to assure 
them at Ltlc beginning, as well as along the way, that hisher 
role as an instructor is to help them develop the understand- 
ing and skills needed to pass the course requirements. Fre- 
quently scheduled quizzes, with discussion of the results as 
a learning activity, help reducc this anxiety. Small-group 
problem-solving activities are also helpful. Preview and 
critique of reports before final submission also demonsuates 
that the instructor is willing to help students do well in the 
course. 

It is sometimes observed that if students are given a copy 
of the final exam at the beginning of the course they may 
focus so closely on simply obtaining answers to these ques- 
tions that thcy may fail to acquire the skill dcvclopment they 
shouldcarry with thcm beyontl thccourse.The insuuctorcan 
overcome this by having the final exam count as only part of 
thecourse requirerncnt, say, lcss than half, and using assign- 
ments, rcports and cxerciscs forcvidence of the development 
of skills that arc not measurable through written cxamina- 
lions. 

A fcw studcnts may develop a falsc sense of security in 
having acopy of the final exam so far in advance of the actual 
administration of it. They may fail to see the value of 
continuous learning effort throughout the course and may 
give shallow, poorly thought out responses to the questions. 
They may not have taken time to use the higher order 
thinking skills required in menlrilly preparing for the kind of 
written responses expected by the insuuclor. A perceptive 
insuuctor hcads off this hazard with periodic exercises that 
involve development of these cri~ical thinking skills. 

In classes with large enrollments, grading responses to 
essay types of questions on a final examination simply 
becomes impractical, even with a battery of TAs, each 
grading one question. One solution could be to use one essay 
exam requiring higher order thinking skills for each course 
objective as i t  has been complctcd during the course. This 
would have theeffect of spreading the final exam throughout 
the course. 

Motivation 
This public disclosure or thc final exam also presumes 

that you have somehow dcviscd a scheme for lighting the 
little candles or curiosity that too oftcn sit, unlit, in a dull, 
dingy classroom. How do you light them? Enthusiasm! -- the 
key tomotivation. I f  you, thc"all wise master" of your field 
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cannot get excited about your life's chosen work, who will? 
What challenging questions did you ask yourself today? 
Enthusiasm has been singled out by cciucational researchers 
as the most important ingredient of effective instruction. 
"The teacher's enthusiasm and dedication is the main ve- 
hicle for socializing thc young into meaningful academic 
experiences." (Csikszcnmihaiyi and McCormacl, 1986). 

"What youngsters need, rnorc than anything else, is 
purpose: meaningful goals toward which to channel their 
energies." (Csikszentmihalyi and McCormacl, 1986). Ef- 
fective teachers also spcnd time thinking about how to best 
convince students that the coursc con tent has relevance; they 
deliberately dcvclop a kind of personal excitement for learn- 
ing. "We learn as much or rnorc I'rorn the way we arc taught 
as from the messagc itself." (Daloz, 1986) 

Have you clearly provide an opportunity for learning to 
take place? Havc you deliberately uscd some of die precious 
class time for lively discussion? How much of the class timc 
are you speaking instead of listcning? Do you ask pcncuating 
qucstions and patiently wait ten scconds for the first hand? 
Are you learning too? 

Researchers tell us that "involvcnient" (opportunity to 
Icarn) and "varicty" and "business-like" control are other 
kcys to effectivc instruction (Fcldman, 1989). 

If a coursc has clearly dcfined, worthwhile, attainable 
objectives that arc intended to encourage enrollees to grow 
in competence, i t  should be motivational to distribute the 
final examination at the first meeting of the class" -- from 
whom no secrcts arc hid." 

Framing Objectives 
Where are we going? How do we give focus to the really 

impomt  concepts and competency dcvclopment in a course? 
With diligent, thoughtful consideration, most of us can comc 
up with six to tcn clear statements that comprise the objec- 
tives of a course: what we expcct students to bc capable of 
doing upon completion of the coursc that they were unablc to 
do at thc beginning of the course (Mager, 1975). "Highly 
effective teachers also specify what thcy want their students 
to be able to do with those ccnual clcmcnts -- they want their 
students to bc able - -  on their own -- to use key conccpts, 
interrelate them, and transfer their understanding to other 
Icarningsituations." (Guskey, 1989). Further. thcscpublicly 
stated objectives should stand thc scrutiny of pccr review; 
thcy should be broad and deep enough to represent accepted 
scholarly learning in the field of study. 

Writing the Exam 
From thcsc objcctivcs. then, the instructor consuucts the 

final examination questions for the coursc. IL follows that if 
the course objectivcs involve devclopnient of higher order 
cognitive skills, thcn the final cxam should tcst for thcsc, and 
the most effectivc way LO measure thcrn is by the use of essay 
qucstions. Although the final cxar~linntion (Figurc 1) for AG 
ED 530 Agricultural College Teaching, two credits. is uscd 
for computing only 25 percent of thc course grade (quizzes 
and rcportsare weighted heavily), do you think you can pass 
i t  without taking the course? Notice that the vcrbs used in it 

solicit responses requiring higher order thinking skills. The 
final exam for this coursc has been distributed at the rirst 
class meeting for several years. In 1990, the end of the 
semester coursc evaluation by students enrolled in this 
course gave the following response to the question: "Ratc 
the corrcspondencc between announced course objectives 
and what was taught" (1 to 7 scale: 7 high): 6-36%, 7-64%. 
Tieing together course objectives, instruction and evaluation 
by handing out the final exam early in the course is an 
effective suategy. 

What kinds of qucstions should one ask? Clear. searching 
ones. Verbs that come to mind are: summarize, defend, 
analyze, discuss, synthesize, develop, explore, proposc -- 
problem solving kindsof words. Thcse kinds of questions are 
based on that presumption that you, the instructor, have 
helped students devclop the tcminology, principles and 
interrelationships needed to effectively answcr "why" 
qucstions. Is that a safc prcsumption? The career success of 
collcge graduates dcpcnds very much on their ability to 
accept challenges and to solve problems. 

To assure the integrity of the final cxamination. several 
colleagues should be asked to critique the course syllabus 

Figure 1. Example of a Course-Objective Based Final Exam. 

FINAL EXA>lISATION 
AC ED 530 Agricultural College Teaching 

Name 12/13/91 

Note: The following questions arerepcated,oneperpage,on the 
attached sheets. Please use no more than the space of that page 
for your response. 

1. Research has shown that arclatively small number of teacher1 
learner behavioral characteristics have a positive effect on 
learning. Name them and for each characteristic, construct two 
or three examples of appropriate instructional techniques. 

2. Without survey ing your agricultural class cruollees or clicnts 
(specify which), what reasonable assumptions can you make 
about their learning styles? Predict which instructional tech- 
niques are likely to bc effcctive. 

3. Briefly explain thrce exercises that effectively teach think- 
ing, and give the ralionale for each. 

4. Explain why and how instructors teach interpersonal skills. 

5. Describe and discuss the usefulness of formative and summa- 
tivc evaluations for (a) instruction, and (b) learning. 

6.  Briefly discuss the purposes of testing, and describe how each 
purpose is fulfilled in an academic setting. Use specific ex- 
amples. 

7. Provide the rationale for each, and state and defend your 
position on normative versus criterion- referenced bases for 
assigning course grades. 

8. I t  has been proposcd h a t  an effective instructional stratcgy is 
to distribute the final cxamination for a course at the first class 
session. Briefly critique this proposal. 

RFS - 10/8/90 
' 
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Table 1. Teaching Objectives Planninz Guide. 

Instructio~is: I t  is in the nature of objectives, o r  outcomes, to arrive last, yet our concept of the outcome can have an important influence on what leads 
to the objective. In Ulis sense, defming objectives is the first step in planning a learning activity. For thin reason, we ask you to work in right-to-left order, 
beginning with question 1, in thinking through your teaching plans.The result should be a sequential model of what you intend to do, which can then be 
implemented from left to right, bqinning with box A in the second row. 

I I I I 
5. How are  your expecta- 
tions communicated to 
students. What is their 
picture of the objectives 
they will need to meet? 

4. What about the "how" 
of teaching? What sorts 
of forlnats or activities 
will you use to h d p  stu- 
dents practice the abili- 
ties needed to meet (1) 
and (2)? 

3. What subject-matter 
content will you covcr it1 
order to help students 
meet the expectations in 
(1) and (2)? 

2. Bow a r e  these changes 
to be measured? What 
sorts of perforn~ance by 
students will be the crite- 
ria? 

1. How do you want students 
to be changed as a result or 
this class? What will they 
perceive, o r  be able to do, 
that they cannot d o  now? 

From Andrews, 1985, "Why TA Training Needs Instructional Innovation 

and the final examination for congruity. For the same pur- 
pose. the instructor shouldalso "test the test" by writing out 
in detail for himself/herself the expected responses to the 
questions. 

Planning Instruction 
How are we going to get to where we are going? Once we 

have framed the course objectives, how do we build the 
course around them? Exceptionally effective teachers "-- 
focus on the most centralconcepts,emphasizing them during 
the initial presenlations and reviewing and reinforcing them 
throughout the instructional process." (Guskey, 1989). "If 
the objectives are broadly described and involve intellectual 
challenge, and if that challenge is embodied in the measure- 
mentfgrading system, then both the content and the thinking 
approach required can be conveyed to students via syllabi. 
assignments, and classactivities.' ' (Andrews, 1985) Table 1. 
Teaching Objectives Planning Guide is a useful device for 
"getting theducks in order", in planning both course objec- 
tives and objectives for a single class session, as well as the 
instruction and evaluation involved. 

Effective teachers carefully outline a sequence of topics 
and experiences that lead to accomplishment of the goals of 
the course (Kemp, 1985). Often the question is not one of 
what to include but rather, what to leave out of the course. 
"Nice to know" things Lhat do not lead directly toward 
fulfillment of a course objective should be omitted. New 
teachers are sometimes disappointed to discover that time 
constraints make it impossible for them to transmit "every- 

:." p. 50, wilh permission of Jossey-Bass, Inc Publishers. 

thing I know." 
When an instructional unit has been completed wilh a 

class, the insuuctor should take time out for review. Helshe 
might even observe that "You should now have a very good 
idea of how to answer question number 2 in the final exam; 
are there any concerns about this?" If there are concerns, 
they should be addressed until the studenls are satisfied that 
they can perform well in dealing with the question. 

Frequent quizzes and assignments are used as a means of 
checking on progress and correcting errors or omissions and 
keeping everyone, including the instructor, "on course". 
Feedback should be immediate, specific and prescriptive, as 
well as reinlorcing and rewarding; positive comments have 
a strong motivating effect on student performance (Guskey, 
1988). These formative evaluations are a critical component 
of criterion-reference (mastery) grading. 

Occasionally it is worthwhile to ask students to evaluate 
an exam; a very useful device for doing this is a questionnaire 
"Student Evaluation of an Exam" (McMullen-Pasuick, and 
Gleason, 1986) Test anxiety is reduced and a positive learn- 
ing climate is established by a teacher who is open minded. 
demonsuates fairness and an interest in improving instruc- 
tion. Effective instruction also includes having alternative 
plans for gelling across an idea or concept when it is 
discovered Lhat the first approach was riot fully effective. 

Clearly defined objectives also give a firm base on which 
to make selections of instructional content, materials. re- 
sources, and insuuctional methods for most effectively ac- 
complishing what is planned. 
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Implications for Evaluation 
"--It (evaluation) guides their (student) judgement of 

what is important to learn, affects their motivation and self- 
perception of compctencc, suuctures their approaches to and 
timing of personal study. consolidates learning, and affects 
the development of enduring learning strategies and 
skills."(Crooks, 1988) These observations support the idea 
of providing a copy of the final exam early in the course as 
well as the value of frequent quizzes throughout the course. 
Together, these two devices help both the teacher and the 
student know where they are at any moment during their 
journey together. The copy of the final exam and frequent 
quizzes also provide an opportunity for every student to be 
successful in achieving what they set out to do. 

In administering the final examination, i t  is a good idea to 
keep in mind that what we really want is for students to 
demonstrate that they can perform well in dealing with the 
course material at the higher level thinking skills. We also 
want them to demonstrate that they c:ln retain these skills for 
some time (at least until the end of the semester!). They 
should beasked to bring only apencil.The questions must be 
identical to those distributed the first day of class. However, 
prudence suggests that i t  may be a good idea to use paper that 
is a different color from that used in the original distribution 
(to avoid "switched" papers). 

Summary 
The unorthodox behavior of an instructor in  handing out 

a copy of the final exam at the first class meeting has much 
merit. I t  forces Lhc instructor to plan tl~c course in  a purpose- 
fully organized, carefully sequenced manner around clearly 
defined course objectives. These ohjectivcs, to have long- 
lasting usefulness, should measure higher level thinking skill 
development using the field of stltdy as the "vehicle". 
Disuibuting the final first also improves the learning climate 
by reducing test anxiety, and promotes learning through the 
establishment of reasonable, attainable goals. 

The instructor should be prepared to deal with the possi- 
bility that some students may view the course goals as 
unatlainable; or they may think that the final exam is theonly 
measure of achievement that really counts; or they may fail 
to recognize that evidence of highcr order thinking skills is 
expected in final (summative) evaluation. 

The fact that you would dare to pass out the final exam at 
the first class session also reveals somclhing about you as a 
person. Why are you ihere at all? -- are you simply the 
exalted dispenser of treasures you hold; or are you there to 
facilitate learning? An instructor who reveals himself as a 
sensitive, caring, disciplined pcrson creates a positive envi- 
ronment for learning. "For more than any other factor, i t  is 
the partnership of teacher and student that finally determines 
the value of an education." (Daloz, 1986) 

Why not distribute the final exam the first day of class? 
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Editor's Note 
The atlached manuscript received the highest score bf 

any in this June issue from peerreviewers, f-fowetrcr, tho 
reviewers wanted lo make the following comments which 
help the reader relatc tothis outstanding effm by Profcs- 
sor Emeritus Stinson. We would like to encourage other 
comparable professional efforts by rctircd teachers, Yo11 
can still conaiburc lo NACTA and h e  NACTA Journal. 

Peer Review Comments 
(1 .) The approach discussed is similar to "contract 

grading" where the student contracts with the instructor 
to mcet specific course objeeiives. 

(2) Risk and uncemintyplay a role in student moliva- 
tion. Wc would all prefer that students learn for its own 
sake but t h ~  existence of negative retnforcement is an 
integral partof the learningprocess. Tellingstudents what 
you want them to know is different ~han sludents learning 
what theynecd to know. The former involvesacceptancc, 
the l a ~ e r  involves discovery. 

(3.) In theory, many of us have a ser of coum objec- 
tives at the beginning of the term. However, as the Lerm 
progresses,wediscover new ideas and applications which 
depart from the initial objectives. Hence, a course which 
binds the insuucror and class to a static set of objectives 
limits the opportunity to introduce new ideas and topics as 
the te rn  proceeds. I n  other words, teaching is a dynamic 
process and teaching techniques should allow flexibility. 
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